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ROMMEL'S TRANSPORT ATTACKED AGAIN

By nightfall on Friday squadrons of the Royal Air Force and the

South African Air Force had carried out many hundreds of sorties

in eleven days in the Western Desert*

Highlight of Friday's programme was a highly successful attack

By a squadron of Boston Bombers of the South African Air Force

and a formation of Kittyhawk fighter Bombers on 021 important target

of over 300 enemy transport vehicles .and, a cluster of enemy tanks*

Although faced By a Barrage of flak the Bostons and the Kitty-Bombers

pressed home their attack and. saw all their Bombs fall right among the

vehicles* *

Reports indicate that many Bombs Burst well among the tanks

and that widespread destruction was caused* Four Messerschmitt 109s

attempted to interfere with the Bombers But they never got within

Battle range. The Bostons and. the Kitty-Bombers were protected

By a fighter screen which kept the enemy well at Bay, All cur

aircraft returned safely to their Bases after this operation*

Describing the Bombing raid, on the motor transport and, tanks,
a member of the South African Bomber squadron sold: "Mo couldn't

miss and our own observations show that the squadron got at least

twenty hits, and. at least fifteen, But probably twenty, very near

misses, which were close enough to Bo quite destructive. It is

certain that we got some of the tanks* n The area was full of dust

and, debris as the aircraft left and. large fires were Burning,

Although in the earlier phase of the present Battle R.A.F. and.

S.A.A.F, losses, due to the policy of low level aid to our ground

forces, and to the attainment of the objective rather than meeting

the air forces in normal combats, were Bigger than those of the

enemy, factors have to Be taken into account which largely equal
the score*

The majority of the pilots missing in the course of operations

since the Battle of Libya re-opened on May 27 have returned to their

Bases, among them three of four 'pilots missing after the victory

against the German dive Bombers on June 3.

Moreover, the salvage and repair of aircraft which come down in

areas occupied. By our forces is highly organised and is proceeding

with remarkable efficiency*

On the other hand the majority of enemy aircraft and, personnel

shot down or made to force land come dam on the allies' side of the

fence and are usually lost to the enemy for good*


